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What a Difference a Year Makes ...
This December Western Guide and Assistance Dog Society
is singing an old song with a new melody: What a difference
a year makes, just 12 little months... Last December WGADS
was in financial crisis. Already on a short leash with two of
our staff laid off, our board reluctantly planned to close the
doors. Thanks to loyal staff and a room full of hastily gathered
volunteers who weren’t ready to lie down and play dead yet,
that didn’t happen.

From that meeting came numerous ideas, plans, and actions
to tug WGADS into the black. A press conference was
called. Media responded with wide coverage resulting in
an outpouring of financial support from the community.
Building on this, a reorganized Board of Directors
concentrated on finding sources of sustained funding as
well as individual donations. A half-time paid position was
dedicated to fund development. Plans were made for major
fundraisers such as the puppy sponsorship program and
next year’s “dog day” at the Sportex. Since December 2005
we haven’t looked back except to learn from our experience.

Comforting as it is to know that WGADS is solvent, we
are not in a “stay” position. We still operate on a shoestring,
albeit a longer one. We would like to graduate more
dogs—this would require more staff. We hope to continue
breeding two litters each year. We’d like to send more
kids and their dogs to summer camp. We want to raise
awareness of WGADS presence, a continuous process
important for reaching clients and potential supporters.

Thanks to our “extreme makeover” weekend, our school
is freshly painted and there are doors on the dog food
shelves to keep out hungry hounds. However, our office
equipment and furniture is begging to retire. We need a
dog-washing area after frolics in mud at the puppy park.
If you’ve been “greeted” at the front door by dogs
jumping the fence and non-jumpers barking or crying
behind it, or crawled over dogs in the offices to find an

unoccupied chair, you know our space needs a re-design.
Our ultimate dream is a new facility.

WGADS reason for being is to help people with special
needs. Our Director of Training, Elisa Irlam, stated it:
“One by one, we are increasing the mobility and
independence of people with disabilities.”  At this time
of year, when there are so many tugs on our wallets, it is
difficult to decide how to share our charity dollars. We
hope Western Guide and Assistance Dog Society makes
it on to your Christmas list this year. A cheque is not the
only gift that fits—see “Mark Your Calendars” and our
“Wish List” in this newsletter. We urge you to jump in
and join the romp!

As we bound towards 2007, we are full of gratitude for
all the support we receive from so many sources. We
wish you, and all those dear to you, the best this season
has to offer. May the coming year bring good health and
the special happiness that comes from sharing your life
with dogs.

6 of the puppies born in 2006 have sponsors...

Extreme Makeover Weekend
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Our Staff
Always a dynamic organization, WGADS has
experienced some staff changes. Our amazing staff
consists of:
Director of Training and
Certified Professional Trainer:  Elisa Irlam
Certified Professional Trainer: Maria Illes
Puppy Program Coordinator: Shannon Baxter
Administrative Coordinator: Irene Fraleigh
Fund Development Coordinator: Karen Baxter

Spirit ADI Trainers
Conference
by Shannon Baxter

This year WGADS was able to send all three trainers to
the Assistance Dogs International “2006 Spirit ADI
Trainers Conference,” held in Chevy Chase, Maryland.

The Spirit Conference is for service dog trainers all over
North America to come and share their knowledge and
training skills. It was great to talk with other dog trainers
and hear how they deal with certain situations and hear
different tips on how to achieve their goals effectively.
We received many invitations from other schools to go
and see how they train at their facilities. We look forward
to staying in contact with everyone and sharing newly-
learned training skills and ideas.

Board of Directors
Western Guide & Assistance Dog Society is governed
by a volunteer board of directors. WGADS is grateful
for the dedication and hard work of all who have
stepped up to the difficulties of the job.

The present board includes:
Warren Fraleigh, President
Vincent Braun, Vice President
Kathy Dettman, Secretary
Toby Ramsden, Treasurer
Gene Klenke, Director
Colin McDonald, Director
Dave Palahnuk, Director
Penny Radostits, Director
Todd Scott, Director

Partners in Success
In the past year, WGADS trained and graduated
10 teams: 2 with guide dogs, 5 with special skills, 2
with companion dogs, and 1 with a hearing dog. There
are a dozen people waiting for dogs. We have received
support from numerous sources and highlight just a few
of them here.

A grant was received from the Wild Rose Fund for
$50,000 to be used on specific operating costs.

Aimee Louw, an active WGADS volunteer and puppy
raiser, now teamed with Assistance Dog Belize, applied
on our behalf to the Children’s Ability Fund, to a
program called A New Leash On Life. A huge thank
you to Aimee who was awarded $12,000, which goes
directly to WGADS! Thanks also to the Children’s
Ability Fund.

Our casino held on July 8 & 9 earned $82,500.
Apparently our group was unique in having not one
latecomer and not a single “no show.” A million thanks
to all the volunteers. WGADS will benefit from another
casino held in Fort McMurray, Nov. 27 and 28. We are
grateful to friends there who volunteered on our behalf.

We have been the chosen charity of the year for
Westmount Safeway for the past two years. They move
on and we move on to Gateway Safeway, St. Albert (see
article in this newsletter) but not before receiving over
$15,000 each year through the Westmount employees.

A special thanks to the kind folks at Crestwood
Veterinary Centre who support WGADS in various ways
including discounting vet bills. We welcome
Dr. Todd Scott to our volunteer Board of Directors. We
are also grateful for the support we receive from Delton
Veterinary Clinic, especially Dr. Keeler.
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Last summer three young boys and their dogs, along
with trainer Maria Illes, were the first campers to attend
Camp He Ho Ha with assistance dogs. The camp,
designed for people with special needs, included fishing,
wall-climbing, swimming in the indoor pool, canoeing,
even an overnight camping trip. Maria was able to
devote part of the afternoons to specific training for the
teams. A highlight for the other campers was being
allowed to pet the three dogs on the last  morning.

Chuckie Carlson’s mom, Val, wrote that Camp He Ho
Ha was a great experience for Chuckie. It was his first
time away from home (without Mom and Dad) other
than his many hospital stays. At first he refused to go
but when he learned that Buddy was included, he did a
complete turn about and started packing (over a month
prior to camp). On the day they left for camp, it was his

dog Buddy
who balked.
There was an
intense tug of
war between he
and Val when
she brought out
his bed. At
camp, Buddy
refused to put
on his haltie,
sat with his
nose in the

corner of the car, then went into a fetal position, covering
his nose with a paw. Maria looked on, unimpressed,
clucking “No,  No NO” as Val protested that he had
never done this before. Once Buddy settled, Maria saw
how clever he was. Chuckie and Buddy learned lots at
camp and Val swears Buddy hasn’t pulled the nose-in-

t h e - c o r n e r -
fetal-position
since. For
Chuckie the
best thing about
camp was
“having Buddy
with me.” He
would like to
thank Maria for
having them at
camp.

Daniel Ennett also had a great camp experience. His
mom Kathleen and her sister went along as his
caregivers. Daniel liked the wall climbing and his
mom liked helping Maria with the dogs. We’re not
sure whether Daniel or his mom had the most fun!

Madison Dyck’s mom, Jackie, told us Madison had a
fantastic time with his dog Riley. “Madison was proud
of the work Riley did and his accomplishments with
him, which have really helped at school.” Madison
wrote that he liked the high ropes but Riley worried
and barked and ran below  him. He liked the treats from
the Tuck shop, getting to know his roommates, Danny
and Billy, and seeing Riley in his own bed instead of
roughing it on the floor like at home. Madison knew
his mom wouldn’t like it, but he thought “hey this is
camp for Riley too—and no Mom here.”

We are grateful to the many organizations and
individuals who contributed to the success of this
camp. Special thanks to Boston Pizza for providing
an essential $500 at the last minute so all our campers
could go.

Assistance Dogs
are Newcomers at
Camp He Ho Ha
(Health Hope Happiness)
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Chance is sponsored by J. Folk & Associates Agencies
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Champion is sponsored by Champion Pet Foods

WGADS is 10 Years Old
by Elisa Irlam

After completing my apprenticeship,
receiving my certification as a Guide Dog
Mobility Instructor and working for a
number of years in Ottawa, I returned
home to Edmonton where I met
Katharine Balbar who was intrigued by
guide dogs and thought it would be great
to start a school here. I was hesitant at
first, knowing what would be involved
from my experiences working with the
school in Ottawa. Little did I know how
hard it would be! But after months of
planning, on May 10, 1996 Western
Guide Dog Foundation was born. Ten
years later everyone is still working hard!

Our plan was to operate as a non-profit
society that trained dogs rescued from
animal shelters as guide dogs for the
blind. We graduated our first guide dog
team, Bill Owen and Ansil, in January of
1997.  Bill and Ansil were a successful
working team until Bill’s death in June
2005. Bill Owen’s advice and support
over the years were invaluable and I am
honored to have had him as a part of my
life and WGADS history.

In 1998, my partner moved on. After a
year of plugging away on my own, I
received a phone call from a young man
with a strong accent who said something
about training guide dogs in Slovakia and
wondered if we were looking for help. I
agreed to meet with him and it turned out
to be one of the best things that ever
happened to Western Guide Dog
Foundation.

The young man I met was Maria Illes’
son. Lucas acted as a translator for Maria
as she did not speak any English. Maria
and her family had only been in Canada
for two weeks and she already wanted to
help train guide dogs! Maria went to
school to learn English; then in 1999 she
and I became a team. Maria brought
tremendous knowledge, a strong work
ethic, dedication and a huge heart to
Western Guide Dogs. We had our first
acting Executive Director who

volunteered his time, and we hired a full
time administrative person to keep the
office running while Maria and I
concentrated on training guide dogs.

In 2001, needing a more consistent supply
of suitable dogs, we began our own
breeding program. Misty, a beautiful
Golden Retriever, was a natural, as were
Bill & Joan Wells who set a strong
standard for all other breeding dog
holders to follow.

In 2003, after observing a need in our
society for dogs to help people with other
disabilities, we expanded our focus. In
2003 we changed our name to Western
Guide and Assistance Dog Society
(WGADS) and Maria and I began
learning to train special skills dogs. Our
first special skills team, Melanie Kozel
and Aspen, opened the doors for future
special skills dog graduates.

By 2005 the demand for trained dogs was
growing, as well as the number of dogs
in our program, so we hired Shannon
Baxter, our first apprentice trainer. Along
with that role came Puppy Program
Coordinator and anything else we want
her to do.

Below is an edited version of a speech made by Elisa at the Fall 2006 graduation.

Over the years we faced many challenges
but in December 2005 we thought we
were at the end of our journey. We ran
out of money! Half the staff were laid off!
What would we tell our clients? Our
graduates? Our volunteers? What could
we do? With the support of our amazing
volunteers, we made a plan that started
with a press conference to let the media
know our plight. The public response was
incredible!  People from every walk of
life helped in any way they could. We
survived 2005 and are stronger than ever
before thanks to Warren Fraleigh and an
outstanding Board of Directors who are
pushing WGADS in the right direction.

We are here today because of all the
people who have helped in so many ways.
Because of you, we can all proudly say
that we have been part of graduating 21
guide dogs, 10 special skills dogs and 2
hearing dogs. And of course, that’s the
real reason we exist at all. One by one,
we are increasing the mobility and
independence of people with disabilities.
Thank you all for being a part of WGADS
past and now our future. Happy 10th
Anniversary Western Guide & Assistance
Dog Society!

Featured Past Graduates:
Angela and Bastien
Being wheelchair bound has become a little easier for Angela Morel of
Cochrane, Alberta, since Bastien entered her life. Angela and Bastien
graduated in June at a moving ceremony where Angela read the poem (right)
she composed for WGADS.

In her interesting past Angela has lived in England, Holland, and North
America. She worked as a police officer, occupational therapy technician,
photographer, and was the first person in Calgary to teach biofeedback
techniques which she still uses for her own pain control. She is now a
published poet.

After an initial scare when a growth was removed from his foot, Bastien
settled easily into his job of retrieving for Angela. He is also “very protective”
of her. When he isn’t working, he honours his golden retriever roots by
eating anything that appeals to him and “recycling” the non-edibles. Angela
refers to life with Bastien as “never a dull moment.”
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Dino is sponsored by Dacro Industries

GradsFall 2006GradsFall 2006

photograph by Sasseville Photography

At the graduations September 10, 2006, left to right are: Denyse Kit with Service Dog Chester, Trainers Maria Illes,
Elisa Irlam, Rose McDougald with Companion Dog Brooke, Natasha McDougald, Michael Ho with Service Dog
Piper, Robert Lanman with Guide Dog Dusty and Brennan and Gale Estell with Hearing Dog BJ.

WGADS Honours Five Graduating Teams

New Mountains to Conquer
by Angela Morel
Let us all live the life we were given,
Let us live to its fullest extent.
We all have new mountains to conquer,
Let us understand now what is meant
By the problems that we have to handle,
And each day let us make a new vow
To take just one step up that mountain,
And let us attempt this right now.
Let us take time to thank all our friends here,
Who have shown us they love and they care
For others, who want to enjoy life,
And would like to be able to share
The loving and care that they've given
To our dear furry friends we see here,
As we take one more step up that mountain
We can show we have nothing to fear.

There was more than sunlight
brightening the magnificent rotunda
of City Hall on Sept. 10 when
WGADS honoured five successful,
graduating teams. Elisa Irlam,
director and trainer of the school

described the troubles and triumphs
of WGADS first ten years in a
moving speech. Numerous well-
behaved helper dogs lay scattered
throughout an appreciative audience.
Two puppies from the "D" litter
provided entertainment at the back
of the room.

 There were smiles and tears as the
graduates came forward with their
dogs to receive their certificates from
Maria and Elisa. A highlight of the
afternoon was seeing four-year-old
Rosie McDougald with her
companion dog Brooke. Rosie's
mom spoke of Brooke as a positive
event in a difficult time learning of
Rosie's eyesight and hearing
problems. Rosie made us smile as
she happily wandered the stage.
Brooke wriggled, and rolled with
pure joy when her puppy raiser,
Maxine, came forward and "Sit" and
"stay" momentarily lost their
meaning.

 Michael Ho told us how well Piper
was working after a previous
unsuccessful attempt with another
poodle. We hear that Michael had his
hair "permed" after graduation so it
would be more like Piper's.

 Newly-weds Brennan and Gale Estell
graduated with BJ who is trained as a
hearing dog. Denyse Kit expressed her
gratitude for Chester, a black lab
trained as her assistance dog. Bob
Lanman gave a witty and touching
speech on behalf of the graduates. His
dog Dusty was the only guide dog in
this class.

 In an afternoon stuffed with special
moments, Doreen Baxter, received
gratitude and flowers from WGADS
for providing a birthing home for the
"C" and "D" litters. Fourteen puppies
have been tenants in her basement suite
for their first two months along with
her granddaughter, Puppy Coordinator
Shannon Baxter.

 All that and cake too.
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Diesel is sponsored by Stahl Peterbilt

IN THE DOG PILE
A huge thank you to all who
volunteers who are providing
foster homes to our puppies and to
dogs in the advanced training stage

PUPPY RAISING
Puppy Foster Family

Chloe Wendy Wilton
Champion Rachel Pihrag
Charly Debbie Csongradi
Chase Brenna Kelley
Cella Susan Swan
Cessco Rob McTavish
Chance Kendall Hayman
Dodger Denise & Gene
Divot Lynda & Eric Baker
Decker Nolene Vander Veen
Dino Sherry Banack
Diamond Kellee Dawson
Diesel Peter Kawalilak
Dusty II Lori Walklin

ADVANCED TRAINING
Dog Foster Family

Dora Irene Fraleigh

MistyII Jade Vukovic
Sonic Kathy Cocchio
Buddy (CKER)

Bill & Wynne
Edwards

BREEDING DOGS
Dog Foster Family

Wally Debbie Csongradi
Libby Randee Rurka
Buddy Denise Parsons
Bronte Shannon Baxter

OTHER

Dog Foster Family

Duke Penny Radostits
(Demonstration  Dog)

Denver Dawn & Gerry
(Recuperating)   Leverenz

In memoriam
WGADS Mourns the Passing of Mary Flannigan

This year WGADS lost another of its long-time supporters when Mary
Flannigan passed away. In our spring issue we remembered her husband,
Spike, who died in December 2005. The Flannigans raised four puppies for
WGADS, and did countless other volunteer jobs. We miss them and are
grateful for all they did for WGADS over the years. At this year’s volunteer
appreciation barbeque, we remembered Mary in silence as we listened to the
beautiful singing voice of Volunteer Aimee Louw.

One Safeway Door Closes—Another Opens

After two years with WGADS as the chosen charity, the folks at Westmount
Safeway, have had to move on to lend support to another group. We appreciate
the warm welcome we received on the m any occasions we appeared at the
Westmount store. Huge gratitude goes to the wonderful Safeway employees
as well as the always-amazing WGADS volunteers who participated in charity
checkout days, raffles, and special events. Their joint efforts in the past two
years have raised over $30,000 for our coffers!

As we say farewell to Westmount Safeway we are delighted to announce
that the Gateway Safeway store in St. Albert has chosen WGADS to be its
charity for the coming year. Our first appearance at the store was on November
4 and 5. Volunteers with dogs greeted customers and answered questions
while other volunteers sold raffle tickets for Safeway gift coupons. We were
pleased with the welcome from customers and staff and look forward to
being back there one weekend each month. Their goal is to raise $20,000 for
WGADS this year.

Dog treats

WGADS Holiday Wish List
For those of you who like to give something tangible to your favourite
charity, here are some ideas. We are hoping Santa will bring something
shiny and new—Irene has applied for grant money for new computers.
Thanks to those who responded to our wish lists in the past. (Training
Director Elisa Irlam says responses to these lists are rare so let’s surprise
her. Ssssh!)

Canadian Tire Money
Air Miles

Dog toys

Grooming Equipment
Stainless Steel Bowls

#10 Envelopes

Printer PaperStamps
Digital camera

Dog beds (Kuranda - see website)
Bench/window seat -

for dogs to look out front window

Vinyl stacking chairs for
office functions

CPU Cart - to get
computers off hairy floor

New Office Chairs
New facility - we’re thinking big here!
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Divot is sponsored by Reid Built homes in Calgary

by Shannon Baxter

What a successful year it has been in our puppy program!

Our “C” litter puppies, now 10 months, continue to learn new things quickly.
Then on July 24 Bronte and Buddy became parents to seven beautiful lab/
golden cross puppies. They are 4 months old and recently started puppy
classes. Here they are in birth order!

Dino is sponsored by Dacro
Industries where the staff voted for
his name in a contest. He was born
with white hair, but after two months

his coat became golden. Third time
puppy raisers, Sherry & Andy
Bannack, are bringing up Dino.

Diamond, the only female in the
litter, is aptly named “Diamond in the
Rough.” She has learned to be tough
living with six brothers, but is also
sweet and cuddly. Diamond lives in
St. Albert with first time puppy raiser
Kellee Dawson.

Diesel loves to retrieve and is the
only black puppy with no white on
him. When Stahl Peterbilt declared
their sponsorship, Diesel appeared
on a beautiful birth announcement
that urged staff and customers to
support WGADS. Diesel lives in
Sherwood Park with first time puppy
raiser Peter Kawalilak.

Dusty II, also known as Little Dusty,
is always happy and alert.  He was
the last puppy born, but one of the
biggest. Dusty lives in St. Albert with
first time puppy raiser, Lori Walklin.
Anytime Lori calls him, Dusty stops
what he is doing and runs to her.

Puppy Tails

Dodger, a black male, was born first
and heaviest.  He is a little shy but
quick to learn. Dodger loves to play
in water and will dunk his head to pick
something off the bottom of the tub.
Dodger lives with Denise Parsons and
Gene Klenke, 3rd time puppy raisers,
and with his dad Buddy.

Divot is sponsored by Reidbilt
Homes of Calgary. At a golf
tournament to raise money for
WGADS they held a competition for
the privilege of naming him. Divot
is the smallest of the litter, is
generally laid back, but was the first
puppy to walk and to open his eyes.
He lives with first time puppy raisers
Eric & Lynda Baker.

Decker looks just like his dad. He
is black, stocky, and built like a tank.
Decker has good “re-call,” but likes
to play keep-away with things that
aren’t his. When you talk to him, he
stops what he is doing to look and
listen. Decker lives with first time
puppy raiser Nolene Vanderveen.

Déjà vu for Denver
Trainer Maria Illes experienced déjà vu on a recent trip to Medicine Hat,
when black lab Denver tore a ligament in his knee. On her previous trip
there, the client working with Denver fell and broke her leg. Each time
Maria returned with Denver to Edmonton for a time of healing.

Denver required surgery which cost $2,125.51 (after a good discount from
Crestwood Veterinary Clinic). Denver is a young dog with a long working
life ahead of him; the money is well placed. The good news—he is
recovering well at the home of Dawn and Gerry Leverenz while the client
in Medicine Hat waits patiently for his return.

More good news—because WGADS retains ownership of the dogs, we
pay the vet bills in cases such as Denver’s. The dogs receive necessary
medical treatment without financial hardship to the client. The bad news—
WGADS retains ownership of the dogs, and pays the vet bills. Denver’s
surgery is an example of an unexpected situation requiring budgeted funds
to be diverted to a more urgent need. When this happens, the money must
be replaced by more fundraising. More good news—WGADS donors
respond generously to a crisis.

“D” litter puppies
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Mark
Your
Calendars!

 the “D” litter is co-sponsored by Flexxaire Manufacturing

THE LAST WORD

WGADS Plans
“Dog Day” in
September
We are delighted to
announce a major
fundraiser on
Saturday, September 29, 2007. We have the Sportex booked
for a full day showcasing all different types of working dogs.
It is planned during the Edmonton Home Show so people
can attend both events. Please note this date in large letters
on your calendars and tell your family and friends about it.

Thank you to everyone for your
support and contributions to
WGADS  throughout the year.

Autobraun
Bentley Hotel

Boilermakers Local 146

      

EIDAP Inc.

Park Veterinary Centre
Planet Organic

Promet Environmental

Calgary

Sobeys - Pleasantview

Telus
The Snack Rack

On behalf of the board of directors and the staff at
WGADS, I would like to thank every volunteer, every donor
and contributor.  You are the backbone of WGADS and
without you none of this would be possible.  Each of you
has had a part in fulfilling our mission...to increase the
mobility and independence of persons with disabilities and
enhance their quality of life.
Your support and encouragement is making a difference.
We wish you all a joyous and meaningful holiday season.

                         Warren Fraleigh, Board President

I

Bingo Dates - we need volunteers for every bingo. All are
at Fort Road Bingo which fortunately, has paid staff to work
as runners on the floor. Our positions are in the back in the
"cage." It's fun and a great way to help WGADS.
Upcoming dates are:
Friday, December 22 - 8:30 p.m. - midnight
January 25 - 10:45 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.; 4:45 p.m. - midnight
(three shifts)

Safeway Dates - we need volunteers for two-hour shifts on
the following days:
December 23
January 13, 14 & 27.
Next Graduation - April 15, 2007
We expect five new teams to graduate.

Dog Day - Saturday, September 29, 2007
Major fundraiser at Sportex - see above

Extreme Makeover Part 2
Watch for dates for next chapter in this saga.


